Company Profile
Since 2006, we’ve focused on one thing, understanding project requirements, so
we can make great software recommendations. Our directory, advice articles, and
team of experts are all designed to help you make the best software decision
possible.
MaxERP, a fastest and growing Development Company situated in Chandigarh,
India. It is a group of innovative professionals with vast knowledge base on
continuous innovation and learning. We believe in long term relationships with
our clients by providing best services. We committed to achieve our customer
satisfaction by deliver projects with quality, cost effectiveness with on-time
delivery. Our Services include Custom PHP, Drupal, Joomla, .NET, Word Press,
Magento, Custom HTML/HTML5, JAVA, CSS, MySQL, etc.
By using modern technologies we want to push boundaries for our clients by
creating modern, sophisticated and fashionable designs. We provide supports to
our client’s through-out the whole project lifecycle, not only initial ideas but also
a strong and sound approach for the future. We make complex project to simple
and quite often simplicity is the ultimate sophistication. We provide below
mention services:

Software Development
Software development, which is also known as Application Development is the
development of software product. Software development is the process of writing
and maintaining the source code, but in a broader sense it includes all that is
involved between the conception of the desired software through to the final
appearance of the software, ideally in a planned and structured process.
Therefore, software development, which include research, new development,
prototyping, modification, reuse, re-engineering, maintenance, or any other
activities that result in software products.
We at MaxERP believe that good software must be reducing human effort. We
design and develop various kinds of in house software as per client requirements.

We provide one stop software development services to small and to big - size
organizations in India and aboard. We also take care of your needs, budget,
schedule and existing infrastructure.

Website Design and Development
Today Internet is the best standard for sponsoring and selling your products and
services to customers across the globe. Hence a Good designed website is the
most vital tool to attract customers. A Decent website design must have the
graphical appeal, user friendliness, rich content and above all search engine
friendly facilities in order to fascinate & retain visitors. A Good website not only
grabbing visitor's attention but also has the potential to convert client into a
customer.
We at MaxERP not only responsible to create just any website for you but also
guarantee that the website works for your business i.e. "Maximum Value to
Money". Clients should actually know your existence, visit your website and
translate to leads or sales. If your website designed correctly it can offer you best
investment. We at MaxERP specialize in creating incomparable website that
succeeds by bringing in enquiries, which generate sales thus prove to be strength
to your business. We put in a lot of time and efforts to understand your business
requirement as well as your imaginations and finally design the best possible
solution.

Our Mission
Our mission to incorporates advance technologies and provide zero defect web
development services to our client, which helps them to increase their value in
the competitive market. We unfair with our client either they have small or large
sized business by providing them all tools, infrastructure and services, which they
required to exist in global market.

